
  
 
 

At the Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show 2022 
with two US Premiéres for Sanlorenzo 

 

 
SP110 and SL120A presented to the American market for the first time 

 
 
Press release, 18 October 2022 - Sanlorenzo returns to the Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show, to be 
held from 26 to 30 October 2022, with two revolutionary vessels making their overseas debut at the most 
important boat show in the USA. The open coupé SP110 and the asymmetrical SL120A will be the absolute 
stars of the world's largest in-water kermesse. 
 
SP110 is a sophisticated project created from the collaboration of a team of professionals at the highest 
levels of their individual skills and expertise with Bernardo Zuccon for the exterior lines, Tilli Antonelli for 
product development at Sanlorenzo, Marco Arnaboldi for the hull design and Piero Lissoni for the interiors. 
 
With this new model, Sanlorenzo enters the world of sports yachts with a revolutionary proposal, 
combining green sensibility and unique comfort with unparalleled performance. Fractional propulsion, 
lightweight materials, and a hull optimised for hydro jet propulsion are the main features of this first yacht 
in the SP - "Smart Performance" range, which aims to guarantee the highest performance with maximum 
energy efficiency. Sustainability is also present on the SP110: the yacht is in fact equipped with an energy 
recovery system that uses monocrystalline solar panels. 
An exterior design by Zuccon International Project, which conveys the strong emotional character of the 
vessel, and a design of the interior spaces articulated as a "vertical loft" by Piero Lissoni, complete one of 
the most revolutionary projects in the history of Sanlorenzo. 
 
Flanking the avant-garde SP110 on the docks of Fort Lauderdale is another model that encapsulates the 
strength of Sanlorenzo's innovation: the SL120A, a planing model of almost 40 metres, flagship of the 
asymmetric line. 
 
Presented to the American market for the first time, the SL120A is a vessel that takes the concept of 
asymmetry to its maximum expression: the space of the main deck living area that extends from the 
cockpit to the centre of the vessel allows for a totally revised usability compared to other yachts in the 
same range. The asymmetry allows for the full liveability of the interior space of the adjoining forward area, 
where the owner's cabin is located and which extends the entire width of the hull. The starboard side 
almost dematerialises thanks to a system of sliding doors that allow a total connection with the outside 
environment. 
 
The SL120A's design pays particular attention to the external spaces, an example of which is the outdoor 
living area in the bow, accessible directly from the owner's cabin, as well as the garage that can be 
converted into a grandiose 45 square metre Beach Club by folding down two terraces to allow guests 
complete enjoyment of the sea "au fil de l'eau". 
 
With the debut on the US market of two of the shipyard's most avant-garde models, Sanlorenzo once again 
reconfirms its leadership in the sector, the result of a strategic vision rooted in the choices made more than 
ten years ago and enriched with new directions for the current decade. 
 



Through Sanlorenzo Americas, the historic brand ambassador in the US, the company has been able to 
build steady growth in recent years in a key market for the Group, starting from the founding concepts of 
design, art and innovation in the tradition, which are now also joined by sustainability and technology, 
developed according to the evolving needs and desires of overseas clients. 
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